
Crossed Arrow Wrapit Bracelet
Project B2313
Kat Silvia

This double wrapped bracelet showcases the bohemian aged seed beads, leather cord and Czech Glass Square Beads,

and is completed with a silver crossed arrow button.

What You'll Need

Genuine Leather Cord, Round 1.5mm,  By the Yard, Natural

SKU: CHY-1501

Project uses 2 Yards

Czech Glass, Bohemian Aged 4/0 Round Seed Beads, 10 Grams, Blue/White Stripes Full AB

SKU: BCS-9022

Project uses 58 pieces

CzechMates Glass 2-Hole Square Tile Beads 6mm 'Opaque White' (1 Strand)

SKU: BCP-10205

Project uses 29 pieces

Griffin Silk Beading Cord & Needle Size 4 Dark Blue

SKU: XCR-9406

Project uses 2 pieces

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 7mm 20 Gauge (x100)

SKU: FJR-5170

Project uses 1 piece

Nunn Design Button, Organic Round with Crossed Arrows 18mm, 1 Piece, Antiqued Silver Plated

SKU: PND-0385

Project uses 1 piece

Nylon Cord Pendant, Tassel with Gold Tone Open Jump Ring 30mm, 10 Pieces, White

SKU: PTS-108

Project uses 1 piece

G S Hypo Cement Precise Applicator Essential!

SKU: XTL-1001

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-6136] Wrapit Professional Series Duo, Bracelet Beading Loom with 2 Tracks, [XTL-5700]

Fiskars 5 Precision Tip Scissors - Super Sharp

Instructions
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These instructions will give you a 6.5 Inch double wrap bracelet.  To adjust the length, simply adjust the length of cord and beads loomed accordingly.  You

will also need a toothpick for this project.

1. Please watch our video: How to Use the Wrap It Loom Professional Series Duo.  In this video you will see how to set up your loom as well as how to use
the Wrapit Loom.

2. Begin by opening the jump ring from the tassel, remove the gold jump ring and slip the silver jump ring on to it and close the jump ring.  Set this aside.

3. Fold the leather in half, string on the button and tie an overhand knot up close to the button.  String on the jump ring of the tassel onto one length of
leather.

4. Move 13 inches down the leather and tie another overhand knot.  Move about one inch down, enough space for the button to fit through and tie another
knot.

5. Place the bracelet in the loom with the button and tassel at the front and the space between the two back knots into the back of the loom.

6. Set up your griffin silk as seen in the above video.

7. Once you have your cords ready to go begin by adding one seed bead for the first row.  For the second row, you will add one square bead, then wrap
around the leather once again and go through the second hole of the square bead.  For the next row, add two seed beads.  Then alternate between the
square bead and two seed beads.  Continue this pattern until you end with one square and then one seed bead.

8. Finish off the cords as seen in the video.  Tie them off and add a dab of glue to the knots.  Trim the ends and you're all done.
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